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$0. INTRODUCTION 
WE ARE concerned with the problem of determining when a non-compact 3-manifold M 
is homeomorphic to N - L where N is a compact 3-manifold and L is a closed set in the 
boundary dN. We will call such a manifold a missing-boundary manifold. Note that we do 
not demand that L be a subcomplex of dN. Thus S’ x (D - K) is a missing-boundary 
manifold where K is a Cantor set in the boundary of a 2-disk D and S’ is the l-sphere. 
Similarly R’ x [0, 1) - K is a missing-boundary manifold where K is the grid of lines 
{(x, y, 0), x or y is an integer}. (Here N is a 3-cell B and Lis the one-point compactification 
of K in 8s.) Previous authors have considered this problem when L is a sub-complex of 
N-that is, when M has a finite number of ends and a finite number of boundary com- 
ponents. Siebenmann gives a solution to the problem in dimensions greater than five in his 
thesis [l I]. Husch and Price give similar results for 3-manifolds [7]. Both of these papers 
involve, in addition to various finiteness conditions on M, an algebraic hypothesis (the 
property of being essentially constant at an end) on the inverse system of fundamental 
groups determined by a neighborhood system near infinity. This condition is closely related 
to the proper homotopy type of M (see [2] and [15]). 
In this paper we give a simple, more geometric characterization of missing-boundary 
manifolds with no restriction on dM or the end structure of M. A form of this theorem was 
first conjectured by Husch [6]. We recall that a 3-manifold is called P2-irreducible if it 
contains no embedded 2-sided projective planes and every embedded 2-sphere bounds a 
3-cell. All manifolds are combinatorial and a submanifold of M is a subcomplex in some 
triangulation of M. 
THEOREM. Let A4 be a P2-irreducible, connected 3-manijbld. Then M is a missing- 
boundary manijold if and only iffor every compact 3-submanijbld C in M, each component of 
M - C has finitely generatedfundamental group. 
Some examples might clarify certain aspects of this theorem. 
t Partially supported by N. S. F. Grant GP34324X at Princeton University. 
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Example 1. Suppose the Poincare conjecture is false and B is a fake 3-cell-that is, a 
compact, contractible 3-manifold that is not homeomorphic to a 3-cell. Then an infinite disk 
sum of copies of B would clearly not be a missing-boundary manifold by [j]. Similar con- 
structions could be made with a fake P” x I. that is, a compact 3-manifold containing no 
fake 3-cells and having the homotopy type but not the homeomorphism type of the Cartesian 
product of the projective plane and the unit interval. (It is not known whether such mani- 
folds exist.) Thus P2-irreducibility is certainly needed in the theorem. 
Example 2. Fox and Artin in [3] construct an arc il in S3 that has simply-connected 
complement and is wild at one point p. Thicken A - {pj. in S3 - {pJ_ to form a 3-cell B in 
S3 that is wild at p. As Husch and Price note in [7]. if we let .\I = S3 - int B - (p], then 
int M = R3 and dM = R*, but M is not a missing-boundary manifold. Let N be the interior 
of any compact 3-manifold with boundary. Let X and Y be tame closed subsets of .I4 and N 
homeomorphic to D x [0, l), where D is the 2-disk. Then if we identify M - int X and 
N - int y along the frontiers of X and Y we get a manifold with boundary homeomorphic 
to R* and interior homeomorphic to N, yet which is not a missing-boundary manifold. In 
particular, obtaining a missing boundary theorem for a manifold with non-compact 
boundary is a delicate matter. 
Example 3. Let T, be a solid torus (homeomorphic to S’ x D), embedded in the 
interior of a solid torus Tr such that the inclusion map to r, --+r, is a homotopy equival- 
ence; T, winds once around T, but it may be knotted. Let M = u C,, where C, c int C,+r 
and the pair (C,, C,+r) is homeomorphic to (T,, Tl) for each n = 1, 2, . Then I-C,(M) = Z 
and the universal covering of M is R3, yet by choosin g T,, suitably knotted in Tr we can 
insure that M is not embeddable in any compact &“-irreducible 3-manifold. See [16] for 
related examples. We note that n,(M - C,) will be an infinite free product with amalgama- 
tion, and hence is not finitely generated. 
51. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
We employ the usual 3-manifold terminology. A srrrface Fin a 3-manifold is a 2-sided 
2-dimensional submanifold of M such that F n dM = dF or F c a&f. A surface F in &I is 
compressible if it is a 2-sphere bounding a 3-cell or if there is a disk embedded in M with 
D n F = aD, a loop that is not contractible in F. Otherwise F is incompressible. By the 
Loop Theorem ([13]), a connected surface F other than the 2 sphere is incompressible if and 
only if rc,(F) +x1(M) is injective (unlabeled maps of fundamental groups are induced by 
inclusion). A group is decomposable if it is infinite cyclic or a free product. Otherwise it is 
indecomposubfe. An exhurtsting sequence for a non-compact manifold is a collection of 
compact, connected submanifolds {C,} indexed by the positive integers with C, c int C,+r 
and u C, = M. We note that if N is a submanifold of M, int N denotes the interior of N as a 
subspace of M and Fr N the frontier of N in M. Since all the manifolds in question are 
triangulable, they all have exhausting sequences (by taking repeated stars and regular 
neighborhoods). 
We make a few brief remarks about P*-irreducibility. If M is non-compact and 
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P’-irreducible, rr,(.LZ) = 0, for all i > 1. by the Sphere Theorem [9] and the Hurewicz 
Theorem in the universal coverins of ;Cf. If C is a compact, connected submanifold of M 
and Jf is P’-irreducible, then so is .iI - C unless C is contained in a 3-cell in the interior of 
M. We will only be considering compact subsets of a manifold that are “large”. The only 
manifold with arbitrarily large 3-cells in its interior is R’. Hence, we will assume that any 
compact subset of a P’-irreducible manifold mentioned in our discussions has P2-irreducible 
complement. 
The proof of the theorem follows from a series of lemmas. The first two give a charac- 
terization of missing-boundary manifolds in terms of exhausting sequences. Lemma 3 is a 
recent, important result in the theory of 3-manifolds. Lemma 4 is a weak generalization of 
Kneser’s Conjecture to non-compact 3-manifolds. Lemma 5 gives the trick necessary to 
implement Lemma 3. Lemma 6 is just a technical step for the case of manifolds with non- 
compact boundary. 
LEMMA 1. Let hl be a connected. non-compact 3-manifold with an exhausting sequence 
{C,] such that C, + 1 - int C, is homeomorphic to Fr C, x I, for all n. Then Al is a missing- 
boL1ndar.v manifold. 
Proof. Notation will be more su,, Offestive if we work with M, = M - int C, instead of 
C,. Also let a,, = 1 - l/n and let Z, = [a,, I], for all positive integers n. Thus Z,+t c Z,, 
I, = Z, and n Z,, = {II.. Let F, be a surface homeomorphic to Fr M, = Fr Ct. We will 
construct an embedding h : M, -+ F, x Z such that F, x [0, I) c h(M,). Then we will have 
M homeomorphic to N - L where N = C, u (F, x Z) (with some identification of Fr C, 
and F, x (0)) and L is some closed set in F, x {Ij. 
Let h, be any homeomorphism of Fr M, onto (F, x (0)) u (dF, x Z,), which is a subset 
of d(F, x Z,). Since M, - int iLIz is homeomorphic to F, x I,, there is an extension of h, 
to a homeomorphism of M, - int Mz onto F, x Z, (see [l]). Restricting this extension to 
Fr ILI z gives us an embedding of Fr n/I, into Fi x {I}. Hence there is a surface F, c int F,, 
which is homeomorphic to Fr iLlz. If we indent the product F, x Z1 by pushing down on 
F2 x {I}, the resulting space, F, x I, - int(F, x Z,), is again homeomorphic to F, x Z,. 
Thus, by [l] again, there is a homeomorphism h, : &I, - int M, -+ F, x Z1 - int(F, x Z,), 
that extends h, and maps Fr Mz onto F, x {a2} u dFz x Z2. In general, for all positive n, 
we inductively construct a surface F,+l homeomorphic to Fr M,,,, such that F,+, c int F,, 
and a homeomorphism 11, : M, - int M,+i --) F, x Z, - int(F,,, x Z,,,), such that 
h,]Fr M, = h,_, ]Fr M, and h,(Fr M,,,) = F,,, x {a,,,} u dF,,, x Z,+l. Finally, we 
define the homeomorphism Zz : &I, + F, x Z by h 1 M, - int M,,r = h, 
LEMMA 2. Let M be a connected, P’-irreducible, non-compact 3-manifold with an exhaust- 
ing sequence {C,} such that Fr C, + M - int C, is a homotopy equivalence for each n. Then A4 
is a missing-boundary manifold. 
Proof. By hypothesis, Fr C,,, is in fact a strong deformation retract of M - int C,+r. 
(See [12, Theorem 11, p. 311.) Thus Cn+t - int C, is a strong deformation retract of 
M - int C,. But so is Fr C,. Therefore Fr C, -+ C,,, - int C, is a homotopy equivalence. 
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By the Product Theorem [I] applied to each component of C,_, - int C,. we have 
Cnil - int C, is homeomorphic to Fr C, x 1. Lemma 1 then completes the proof. 
We note that this lemma is clearly not true if we only assume that C, -t :Ci is a homotopy 
equivalence, as Example 3 illustrates. Lemma 2, or something like it, is the basic tool used 
in all previous results ([7], [ 151) about missing-boundary 3-manifolds. 
LEMMA 3 (Jaco [S], Galewski et al. [4], Scott [lo]). Let 51 be a P’-irreducible 
3-manifold with ~c,(&f) finitely generated and indecomposable. Then there is a compact, con- 
nected 3-submanifold C in int XI with Fr C + iz/I - int C a homotopy equivalence. 
Proof. Scott using the main result of [4] has recently proven that if n,(Xf) is finitely 
generated it is finitely presented. Then results from [8] or [4] give a compact, connected 
3-submanifold C in int 1LI such that for each component N of AI - int C, A’ n C = F is 
connected and x,(F) -+ x,(N) is an isomorphism. By the above remarks on P’-irreducibility, 
we know ni(N) = n,(F) = 0, for all i > 1, so by the Whitehead Theorem [12, Corollary 24, 
p. 4051, F + N is a homotopy equivalence. 
Once again, Example 3 shows that this lemma is not true if rcI(!Cf) is decomposable. 
However, McMillan et al. and Jaco ivere only looking for a compact C such that 
nl(C) -+X,(&I) is an isomorphism, and only incidentally obtain the strong results about 
Fr C. Scott has also shown that even if nl(&f) is decomposable. if nl(iCI) is finitely generated, 
there is a compact C such that rI(C) -+ ~~(i\/l) is an isomorphism. Of course, this is no help 
to us as Example 3 again illustrates. 
LEMMA 4. Let M be any connected 3-manifold. If ir,(M) is decomposable, then there is a 
connected surface Fin M (possibly non-compact), such that x,(F) + IT, is trivial, and either 
F is non-separating, or if&l,, hi, are the components of M - F, rc,(Mi) --t x~(M) is non-trivial 
for i = 1, 2. (A homeomorphism of groups h : G + H is trivial if G = kernel(h).) 
Proof. We simply mimic Stalling’s proof [14] of Kneser’s Conjecture stopping short 
of any surgery. Luckily compactness enters into the picture only when surgery begins. 
Suppose that n,(M) = G,*G2. Let K be the simplicial complex formed by joining aspherical 
complexes K, and K, , where zl(Ki) = Gi, along one additional I-simplex s. Then there is a 
simplicial map f: M -t K with f*: rl(M) -+ n,(K) an isomorphism. Let p be a non-vertex 
of s. Then some component off -l(p) is the desired surface. If n,(!CI) is infinite cyclic, we 
perform the same construction with K = S’. 
We do not expect the surface F to be simply-connected as it is in Kneser’s Conjecture 
for compact 3-manifolds. It should come as no surprise that Example 3 has no non-separat- 
ing, simply-connected surface even though 7-r1(M) is infinite cyclic, if we choose T, knotted 
in T’ so that every meridional disk of T, intersects TO more than once. 
LEMMA 5. Let C be a connected 3-srrbmanlyold of the 3-manifold M such that Fr C is 
closed and incompressible in M - int C and x,(C) -+ TC~(M) is onto. Then each component of 
M - int C has indecomposable fundamental group. 
Proof. Suppose N is a component of 121 - int C with decomposable fundamental group. 
Let F be the surface in N given by Lemma 4. Since rr,(F) -+X,(N) is trivial and Fr C is 
incompressible in N and closed, any component of F n Fr C is a loop bounding a disk on 
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Fr C. Hence we may assume F does not meet Fr C’. If F is mm-separating in N, there is a 
loop transverse to F and intersecting F exactly once. Since F does not meet C, this loop is 
not homotopic to a loop in C, a contradiction since z,(C) -+ z,(M) is onto. Suppose F is 
separating. Then one component, say N,, of S - F does not meet C. Otherwise there would 
be a loop (through C) in X, which is transverse to F and intersects F once, a contradiction 
as above. Since 7r1(N,) -+ n,(N) is non-trivial there is a loop b in X1 which is not contractible 
in N. However, b is freely homotopic to a loop in C because E,(C) ---) X,(M) is onto. This 
homotopy must pass through F since ‘Vi does not meet C. Since zi(t;‘) -+ n,(N) is trivial, the 
usual general position argument on this homotopy forces b to be contractible in N, a 
contradiction. 
We note that it is crucial that Fr C be closed in Lemma 5. The lemma is clearly false 
otherwise; in fact, if Fr C has boundary, since we want rr,(,M - C) = n,(Fr C), we should 
hope that n,(M - C) is a free group. However, when M has no boundary, Fr C is closed for 
all C, and we prove our theorem for such an M as follows. 
In view of Lemma 2, we need only show that given any compact 3-submanifold C in M, 
there is a compact, connected submanifold C’ containing C such that Fr C’ -N - int C’ 
is a homotopy equivalence. (It is then an easy matter to take any exhausting sequence for 
M and get a new exhausting sequence satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 2.) Because K,(M) 
is finitely generated we may assume that xl(C) -+ n,(M) is onto (enlarge C by adding regular 
neighborhoods of representative loops for a finite set of generators of x,(M)). If Fr C is 
compressible in M - int C, we again enlarge C by adding regular neighborhoods of disks 
in M - int C until Fr C is incompressible in M - int C. (We make no claims about Fr C 
being incompressible in &f.) Since Fr C is closed, by Lemma 5 each component M,, . . . , M, 
of .M - int C has indecomposable fundamental group. By Lemma 3 there are compact, 
connected submanifolds C,, . . , C, such that Ci is contained in int Mi and Fr Ci -+ 
M, - int Ci is a homotopy equivalence. In particular, H,(;C’fi - int Cj, Fr Ci; ZJ = 0, so 
C n itl i, as a closed cycle of 2-simplices, together with some of the components of Fr Ci 
bounds a compact submanifold of bf,. Adding this compact set to Ci and calling the result 
again Ci, we have that Ci contains Fr C n Mi and Ci -+ &fi - int Ci is still a homotopy 
equivalence. If we now let C’ be the union of C and C,, . , C,, we have the desired com- 
pact set. 
When M has boundary, in particular when dM is noncompact, the above proof does 
not work, since Lemma 5 may not be applied. Nevertheless, we have at least shown that if 
an arbitrary M satisfies the hypothesis of our theorem, then int M is a missing-boundary 
manifoId (as int M will also satisfy the hypothesis of our theorem). In particular, for such 
an M, there is a compact 3-submanifold C in int M such that Fr C -+ M - int C is a homo- 
topy equivalence. This observation allows us to handle the general case in a manner similar 
to the special case of an open M. We first need one last lemma. 
LEMMA 6. Suppose C is a compact, connected s~lbrnanl~old of ICI such that Fr C is closed 
undFrC+M-- int C is a homoto~y equitiafence. Let F be a compact, connected, incompres- 
sible surface in i?M other than a disk. Then C can be enlarged to contain F and still remain 
compact, connected with Fr C + M - int C a homotopy equica/ence. 
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Proof. The case when F is closed was actually considered in the proof above for open M. 
Since we will only need to work in the component of .tl - int C containing F, we shall 
assume that M - int C is connected; because Fr C -+ ,Lf - int C is a homotopy equivalence, 
this means Fr C is also connected. Let al, . , a, be the boundary curves of F in JI. Since 
Fr C --f M - int C is a homotopy equivalence, there are singular annuli A,. . , A, in 
M - int C such that dAi = ai u bi, where bi is some closed curve in Fr C. By the Generalized 
Loop Theorem [17], the Ai may be taken to be embedded. By well-known cut-and-paste 
techniques (see, for example, [3, Theorem 2.2]), we may actually choose the Ai to be disjoint. 
(Observe that since F is incompressible and not a disk. ai is not contractible in AI and so Ai 
is incompressible in hf for each i.) Let G be the union of F and A,, , A,. Then 
G is a Z,-cycle modulo Fr C in M - int C. Since H,(,CI - int C, Fr C; Z,) = 0, we 
see that G together with a 2-submanifold of Fr C bounds a compact 3-submanifold B in 
M - int C. 
Let C, = C u B. We claim C, is the suitably enlarged C. As C, is clearly compact, 
connected, and contains F, we must show that n,(Fr C,) +x,(&f - int C,) is an isomor- 
phism. Note that Fr C, is simply Fr C - (B n Fr C) with boundary collars Ai. Since 
Fr C - (B n Fr C) is bounded by the noncontractible curves Ai n C, and Fr C is incom- 
pressible in M - int C, we must have that x,(Fr C,) -+ 7r,(iL1 - int C) is injective. (In parti- 
cular, xl(Fr C,) -+ n,(M - int C,) is injective.) Let X = C, - int C and let Y = M - int C,. 
Then TI[(M - int C) is the free product of nl(X) and rc((Y) with amalgamation over 
x1(X n Y) = n,(Fr C,). Since X contains Fr C and ir,(Fr C) + rr,(M - int C) is surjective, 
x,(X) is all of 7r1(M - int C). Hence, the factor x1(Y) must be contained in the amal- 
gamating subgroup x,(Fr C,); that is, x,(Fr C,) --+ 7-r,(M - int C,) is surjective, which 
completes the proof. 
Now we are able to finish the proof of our theorem. Given any compact 3-submanifold 
C in M, we must find a compact, connected submanifold C’ containing C such that 
Fr C’ + M - int C’ is a homotopy equivalence. As before we may assume that n,(C) + nl(M) 
is surjective and Fr C is incompressible in M - int C. Let hf,, . , M, be the components of 
M - int C. They all satisfy the hypotheses of our theorem since M does. Therefore, as we 
observed after the proof of our theorem for open manifolds, there are compact, connected 
3-submanifolds C,, . . , C, such that Ci is in int Mi and Fr Ci +Mi - int Ci is a homotopy 
equivalence for each i. By Lemma 6, each Cj may be chosen to contain Fr C n ‘Mi. Note 
that Fr C n Mi, which plays the role of F in Lemma 6, is connected because xl(C) + nl(M) 
is surjective, and if Fr C n M, is a disk, then rcl(MJ = 1 and Ci may be taken to be the 
the empty set. If we let C’ be the union of C and C,, . . . , C,, we have the desired set. This 
completes the proof of our theorem. 
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